FULL STACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
(ENGLISH | GERMAN LANGUAGE)
RIF.: IT-043

DESCRIPTION
Our client is one of the leading IT providers in the German-speaking market with a team of more than 3,400
employees on 26 Sites (Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Turkey) and focuses on the core business processes of
companies and public administrations by providing both consultancy and customised software development. The
company has decided to open a new branch in Canton Tessin and we’ve been assigned to looking for qualified Full
Stack Software Developers (M/F). These take over the conception, design and development of stimulating software
projects focused on Java, collaborating in a Scrum team with End2End character.
QUALIFICATIONS – EXPERIENCE - SKILLS
 BSc or MSc in Computer Engineering, Computer Science, or equivalent
 At least four years of professional experience in Java software development
 Several years of experience in developing Java Enterprise with Spring in an agile environment
 Strong competencies in the following Backend technologies: Java, Spring, Rest-Services, Swagger, JUnit, Maven
 Strong competencies in the following Frontend technologies: Angular 6 (or later versions), Javascript, Typescript,
RxJS, NgRx, Protractor, Karma, NPM
 Tools Knowledge: Git (Git-Flow), Jenkins (Jenkins-Pipeline), Sonar. Knowledge of Web services (SOAP, REST)
 In-depth knowledge of the application of software engineering methods and techniques such as process and data
modeling (OOA / OOD and UML)
 Good knowledge of common modern component models (JEE) and design principles
 Good knowledge in the application of software development process models, preferably in agile development
(Scrum)
 Good knowledge of current paintings such as Hibernation, Spring, Angular or React
 Manage relational and non-relational database systems
 Good knowledge of English &/or German languages (in speaking and writing)
 Willingness to travel
MAIN TASKS & RESPONSIBILITIES
In an interdisciplinary and agile software development project (Scrum) teams dedicated to core industries, such as
banks, health care, public administration or insurance, you are responsible for the conception, design and
development of technically demanding software projects. You will be involved in the following activities:
requirements analysis, technical analysis and technical system design, programming and implementation, software
testing.
LOCATION & JOB CONTRACT INFO
CH – Cantone Ticino, 100% (full time) – Permanent Job Contract. Smart Working possibility
Please send CV (with current photo) by e-mail to luca.frigerio@4uc.ch, showing the Ref. IT-043; as stated in the EU Directive
2016/679 (GDPR), please clearly consent to the treatment and processing of personal data present in your CV, for the Personnel
Research and Selection exclusively purposes. Please also be kindly informed we will not be able to process your application without
your explicit consent; this consent may be revoked at any time by writing to: info@4uc.ch, Finally, we will get in touch with you by
when your profile will match with the posted vacancy.
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